
TransMagic is packed with new technology that is 
revolutionizing the reuse of 3D CAD data.  Imagine the ability 
to convert CAD files into any format, streamlining the flow of 
data throughout your organization or supply chain.  Leverage 
your CAD data investment, with confidence, over and over, 
for any purpose.

The models you need
In the formats you want

What customers say about TransMagic EXPERT...

The Challenge
The Solution

The Benefits

- Multiple 3D Applications
- CAD File Incompatibility
- Reworking Designs
- Production Delays
- Lost Data

- High Speed File Conversion
- Multi-CAD File Support
- Automated Geometry Repair
- Scalable Product Line
- Automatic Model Validation

- Reduce Job Costs
- No CAD Software Required
- Same Day Implementation
- High Quality & Performance
- Data Security
- Rapid Return on Investment
- No Waiting!

Don’t Take OUR Word for It...

it Saves Time... “TransMagic saves us one to two days turnaround time per project” - Kevin B. of Creative Techniques

it Saves Money... “TransMagic saved us thousands of dollars in software costs.” - Howard D. of Ryobi Die Casting

it’s EASY to Use...“I like that it’s really easy!” - Richard B. of AAI Corp

it WORKS!  “We couldn’t do the job without TransMagic.” - Carson D. of Grede Foundries

Used by: Northrop Grumman - NASA - Chrysler - Boeing - Lockheed Martin - Caterpillar - Honda

At TransMagic, our primary focus is developing high quality, 
multi-CAD interoperability solutions.  TransMagic products are 
easy to use, highly efficient and precise, enabling seamless 
reuse of 3D engineering and manufacturing data in multiple 
software environments.  High quality CAD conversion is a 
science.  Making it fast, easy and affordable is both an art and 
a company philosophy at TransMagic. 

EXPERT

With TransMagic, everyone can be an expert!

DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF... +1.303.460.1406
sales@transmagic.com

And People Like You!

CAD Conversion Problems?



www.TransMagic.com
+1.303.460.1406

So Powerful...
It Seems Like Magic!

Advanced Geometry Repair

XL-64 (64-bit)

Collaboration

File Conversion

Backward Version Compatibility

JT Read/Write Option

BATCH Option

The XL-64 option transforms a 64-bit computer into an incredible workhorse, 
capable of processing extremely large CAD data sets - 2 gigabytes and more!

TransMagic EXPERT supports file formats in various versions from old versions 
to the newest release.

Equipped with automated repair functions, TransMagic EXPERT incorporates state-of-the-art advanced repair features 
like MagicSurface to close holes and make solid models.  Let TransMagic find and fix the errors.

TransMagic EXPERT allows you to effortlessly collaborate throughout all design and manufacturing stages.  Creating 
high quality, USABLE models allows your entire team to work more efficiently.

Add the TransMagic BATCH power feature to EXPERT for fully 
automated mass file translation. 

Get full access to all versions of JT, B-Rep 
and VIZ files.

Product Manufacturing Information
TransMagic EXPERT streamlines workflow in design processes by providing all of the information 
you need including PMI, mass properties, volumes, quoting information and more.

Becoming an EXPERT was never so EASY!

Access any version of CATIA V5, CATIA V4, UGNX, Pro/E, Inventor, Parasolid, STEP, IGES, ACIS, 
STL, HSF, OBJ and many more.

Embedded under the hood of TransMagic lies 
several powerful CAD geometry engines to ensure 
the highest level of quality and compatibility.

Auto Repair Wizard
Let TransMagic automatically step you through complete model 
checking and repair.

Damaged Parts?... Fix It With MagicSurface!

The FASTEST and EASIEST way
to View and Convert 3D CAD files

It’s not easy to reconstruct missing 
surfaces in a 3D model... unless you 
have MagicSurface.  MagicSurface takes 
geometry repair to a new level.  

The quick-click interface makes 
reconstructing complex surfaces easy 
and fast. One click locates the hole and 
one click covers it with a new surface.  

MagicSurface is just one feature in the 
Advanced Geometry Repair toolkit.  Get 
the tools you need to make solid models 
from poorly constructed or damaged 
files.

TransMagic EXPERT

DISCOVER


